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Agenda

• Agenda Bashing & WG status update

• MANET Architecture (draft-ietf-autoconf-manetarch-01.txt)

• MANET Terminology & Problem Statement (draft-baccelli-autoconf-statement-02.txt)

• draft-templin-autoconf-dhcp-06.txt
draft-templin-autoconf-virtual-00.txt
draft-templin-autoconf-multilink-00.txt

• MANEMO activity

• Conclusion & Next step
Updated WG Milestones (1/2)

• Feb 2007
  - Submit 'MANET architecture' WG Document

• Apr 2007
  – Submit 'terminology and problem statement' WG Document

• May 2007
  – Submit 'MANET architecture' document to IESG for publication as an informational RFC

• Jun 2007
  – Submit 'terminology and problem statement' document to IESG for publication as an informational RFC
Updated WG Milestones (2/2)

• Aug 2007
  – Submit initial I-D of 'IPv6 address autoconfiguration mechanism' for WG review

• Oct 2007
  – Submit initial -ID of 'configured address uniqueness maintenance' for WG review

• Dec 2007
  – Submit 'IPv6 address autoconfiguration mechanism' specification IESG for publications as Proposed Standard
  – Submit 'configured address uniqueness maintenance' specification to IESG for publications as Proposed Standard

• Jan 2008
  – Close or recharter the WG